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KAEHLERIAN MANIFOLDS WITH A QUASI-UMBILICAL
HYPERSURFACE AT EACH POINT

IN-BAE KIM AND JONG TAEK CHO

1. Introduction

It is well-known that the axiom of n-planes by E. Cartan ([2J)
and that of n-spheres by D. S. Leung and K. Nomizu ([7J) give a
characterization of spaces of constant curvature. Recently N. Innami
and K. Shiga ([4J) introduced the axiom of generalized hyperspheres
and applied it to geodesic spheres and horospheres to investigate
spaces of constant curvature.

During the last year the study of real hypersurfaces of Kaehlerian
manifolds has been an important subject in geometry of submanifolds
([3J, [5J, [9J and [l1J). A Kaehlerian manifold of constant holomor
phic sectional curvature is said to be a complex space form. Especially
many authors have concerned themselves with real hypersurfaces of
complex space forms ([6J, [8J and [9J).

Let (M, J) be a real 2n-dimensional Kaehlerian manifold, where J
is the complex structure on M, and let N(p) be a hypersurface
through each point p of M. For a unit normal vector field V of N
in M, the vector field

(1.1) ~=JV

is tangent to N. If the shape operator A : TN-~TN is expressed by
(1. 2) AX=aX+.s1](X)~

for any vector field X on N and some scalar fields a and f3 on M,
then N is said to be quasi-umbilical, where 1] is the associated I-form
of ~. This terminology "quasi-umbilical" is the extended one of pre
vious works (for instance, see [3J, [6J and [lOJ). A geodesic through
p on M generated by the unit normal vector field V of N will be
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denoted by Cp(s), where s is the arc-length of Cp(s).
In terms of local coordinates (x-<) of M and (uh) of N, let
(1. 3) N t = {pEMlx-<=x-«uh, s), s=t at p}

for a fixed t, where the indices /C, A, p, .•. and h, i, j, ... run over the
ranges {I, 2, ' .. , 2n} and {I, 2, ..., 2n-I} respectively. Then N s is a
hypersurface in M. If M satisfies the following; for each pEM and
every (2n-1)-dimensional subspace Tp' of the tangent space Tp(M) of
M, there exists a hypersurface N through p such that Tp(N) =Tp' and
N s is quasi-umbilical at Cp(s) for each s, then we say that M is a
Kaehlerian manifold with a quasi-umbilical hypersurface at each point.

Throughout this paper we assume that manifolds and quantities are
differentiable and of class Coo. The main purpose of this paper is to
prove

THEOREM. Let M be a real2n (n"22)-dimesnional Kaehlerian manifold
with a quasi-umbilical hypersurface at each point. Then M is i:l complex
space form with constant holomorphic sectional curvature k. Moreover the
scalar fields a and f> on M in (1. 2) are given by

a=c tan c (s+a) , .f>' -c cot c (s+a)
provided k=c2>O, and

a=-c tanh c (s+b), f>=-c coth c (s+b)
provided k= -c2<O, where a and b are constants.

2. Preliminaries

Let M be a real 2n-dimensional Kaehlerian manifold with the
structure (G, J), where G is the Kaehlerian metric tensor and J the
complex structure tensor. The structure (G, J) satisfies

(2.1) J2= -I,
I being the identity tensor field of M,

(2.2) G(JX, JY) =G(X, Y)
and

(2.3) VxJ=O
for any vector fields X and Y on M, where (7 is the Riemannian
connection with respect to the metric G. Let R be the Riemannian
curvature tensor of M. Then it is known that

(2.4) R(JX,JY)Z=R(X, Y)Z
for any vector fields X, Y and Z on M.
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Let N be a hypersurface through a point p in M and V a unit
normal vector field of N in M. Then, for a local coordinate system
(Xl) on M, there is a coordinate system (xl) = (uh, s) of M about p,
which is called an adapted coordinate system, such that (uh) is a local
coordinate system of Nand s is the arc-length of a geodesic Cp(s)
generated by V. Therefore we can consider a transformation of the
two coordinates on M such as

(2.5) xl=xl(uh, s).
If we put

o(2.6) B/,=o;x", o;=~,
vu'

then B;= (B/,) are (2n-l) local vector fields on N spanning the tan
gent space T p (N) at every point p in N. Therefore the vectors Bi

and V span the tangent space T p (M) of M at every point p in N,
and the matrix

B= (B;", V"),
is regular. A Riemannian metric tensor g= (g;j) of N IS naturally
induced from G of M as

(2.7) gj;=Gl"B/B;",
where summation convention is applied to repeated indices on their
own ranges. Then the inverse matrix 151 of E is given by

B-l=[BlJ
Vi '

where Blh=g;kGl"B/, and Vl=Gl"V".
The van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant differentiation V j is defined

by

(2.8) VjB;"=OjB;"+F;,Bl'B/-Bh"L h J
where F;, and Lh i} are the Christoffel symbols of M and N with

respect to their metrices G and g respectively. The connection Vj and
the Riemannian connection P on M are related to

Vj=B/Pl.
Since VjB;" is normal to N for fixed i and J, we have the Gauss
formula

(2.9)
where A= (H/) IS

VjB;"=Hj;V",
the shape operator or the second fundamental
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tensor of N in M and H ji= ghiHl. The Weingarten formula is given
by

(2.10) fTjV"=-H/Bt,
where we have put

fTj V"=OjV"+ r;u.B/'v)..
The equation of Codazzi is given by

(2.11) fTkHji-fTjHki=Bk"B/'B/V"Rvp;..,
where R."p;."=Ga"R"/l).a are components of the Riemannian curvature
tensor R of M.

Since V is a unit normal vector field of N in M, then ~ defined by
(1. 1) is a unit tangent vector field of N and satisfies

1}(~) =1 or ~i1}i=l.

In terms of the adapted coordinate system (x).) = (uh, s) of M, com
ponents e of ~ as the vector field on M and ~h of ~ as the vector
fi~ld on N are expressed by

~,,=~hBhlC=J)."V;' and ~h=JlV;'B"h.

Therefore the components of the associated I-form 1} are given by
(2.12) 1}i=J)."V).Bt.

3. Proof of Theorem

Since B/s are (2n-l) linearly independent vectors in Tp(M), pE
M, then the distribution T / spanned by the B/s at p is a (2n-l)
dimensional subspace of T p (M) . Therefore, by the assumption, there
exists a hypersurface N through p of M such that T p (N) =T/. Let
U be a normal neighborhood of p in N. For each qE U, let Vq be
the normal vector at q to N which is parallel to V with respect to
the normal connection along the geodesic Cp(s) from p to q in U.
Along each geodesic we have

(3.1) V;,V;.V"=O.
Differentiating (3. 1) covariantly along N, we also obtain

(3.2) B/(V"V).) (t1). V") +V;'B/V"V).V"=O.
Since the components V" of V are given by

V"=ox"/os
for the adapted coordinate system (x).) = (uh, s) and the Christoffel
symbols r;l are symmetric for f1. and A, then it is easily seen that
the covariant derivative of B/ s with respect to V and that of V with
respect to B/s are related to
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(3.3) Vlf'lBt=osBt+ r:~V"B;l =B/f'l V.<.
Computing v"f',,(Vl171Bt) and using (3.2) and (3.3), we have

V"17" (Vl171Bt) = -Bl'Vl(l7,,171V.<-17117" V.<).
Therefore it follows from (2.9), (2.10) and the Ricci's identity that

(3.4) B/R.pl'V"Vl= (osHl-H/H!') Bh'<,
where R= (R.~/) is the curvature tensor of M.

Since, for each s, N s is a quasi-umbilical hypersurface by the
assumption, it follows from (1. 2) that components H/ of the shape
operator A of N s are given by

(3. 5) H/=ao/+f37Jj~;,

where 0/ indicate components of the identity transformation on N.
Substituting (3. 5) into (3.4), we have

(3. 6) B/R"~/V"Vl= [(as-a2)0•.<gI'1- (f3s-2af3-f32)J."J1.<] VI'V1Bj•

where as= ;s a and f3s= ;s f3. Since BB-l=!= (0/), that is,

BiBt=o/- V 1V.<,
then, applying B/ to (3. 6), we can find

(3.7)
R"~:VI'Vl=[(as-a2) (O/gl'l-O/g.l) - (f3s-2af3- (32)J.~/]VI'Vl.

If we put
(3. 8) S.~/=R.~/-(a s-a2) (O•.<gl'l-O".<g.l) + (f3s-2af3-f32)J."J1.<,

then the equation (3.7) shows that S.pl'V"Vl=O. Since Vl is an
arbitrary component of the vector field V, then it follows from (3. 8)
that

S.pl'+S.~/=O,

Comparing this equation with (3.8), we have
(3. 9) R.~/+R.,/= (as-a2) (20•.<gI'1-0I'.<g.1-O/g.l')

- (f3s-2af3-f32) (JI'.eJ.1+J1.<J.I').
By an argument similar to the above procedure, we also obtain

R~/+Rpl:= (as-a2) (20/g.1-0•.<g"1-01.<g,,.)
- (f3s-2af3-f32) (J•.eJ"l+JlrJI'.).

If we make the difference of (3. 9) from the above and apply the first
Bianchi's identity, then we have

(3.10) R.pl'= (as-a2) (O•.<gl'l-0l'.<g.l)
1

+3 (f3s-2af3- (32) (J•.<J"l-J".<J.1-2J1.<J.I').

Applying B/f'.=17j to (2.12) and using (2.9), (2.10), (3.5) and
the relation Jl'l~hBhlB/=O, we have
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(3.11) Vj1Ji= -aJp;.B/'B/·.
If we substitute (3. 5) and (3. 10) into the equation of Codazzi (2. 11),
then it follows from (2. 12) and (3. 11) that

(3.12) CV'ka)gji- (Vja)gki+ (Vk~)1Jj1Ji-(Vi/3)1Jk1Ji

- ~ (~s+a~-~2)Jp;.(2BkPB/1Ji+BkP1JjBi;'-1JkBjPB/)

=0.
Applying ~i to (3. 12), we obtain

(3.13) 1JFk(a+fi) -1JkVj(a+m - ~ (j)s+aj3-j32)Jp;.BkPB/=0

and, applying ~j again to (3. 13),
(3.14) Vk(a+m =[~hVh(a+j))J1Jk'

Thus it follows from (3.13) and (3.14) that
(3. 15) j)s+aj)- j)2=0.

If we compare (2.4) with (3. 10), then we can verify that
(«..:-<<2) (.J","Jp;. -J/J",).:-o","gp;'+oP"g",;.)

=«j)(o","gp),-o/g",;.-J","Jp),+J/J",;.) ,
which is reduced to

(3.16) «s-a2= -«j)
by the contraction of W=K. Therefore the comparison of (3.10) with
(3.15) and (3.16) gives rise to the inquired equation

(3.17) R vlll"= (<<s-a2) (ov"gp;.-op"gv;.+Jv"Jp),-Jp"Jv;.-2JvpJ;,'r).
If we make use of (3.17) and the second Bianchi's identity then we
have

(3.18) (2n+ 1)gp;.Vo(as-«2) - (2n+ 1)go;.Vp(<<s-a2)
+VvC«s-«2) (JpvJo;.-JovJ,u;.-2JpoJ;.v) =0.

Applying gP)' to (3.18), we see from n~2 that
&7), (<<s-a2) =0,

which shows that «s-«2 is constant on M. Thus the equation (3.17)
implies that M is a complex space form.

If we put «s-«2=k, k being a constant, then it is easily verify
from (3. 16) that

«=c tan c(s+a), 13= -c cot c(s+a)
provided k=c2>0, and

a= -c tanh c(s+b), j)= -c coth c(s+b)
provided k= -c2<0, where a and b are constants. This completes the
proof.
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